
News story: Home Secretary visits
Pakistan

Home Secretary Sajid Javid has reaffirmed the UK and Pakistan’s strength in
partnership as part of a 2 day visit to the country.

In the first visit to Pakistan by a UK minister since the Pakistani
elections, Sajid Javid met with new Prime Minister Imran Khan. He also met
with other government ministers including the Foreign Minister and the
Minister for the Interior to discuss cooperation on organised crime,
terrorism and corruption.

During the visit, the government announced a new UK-Pakistan partnership on
accountability to tackle illicit finance – a priority for the new Pakistani
government. The partnership includes £500,000 support to Pakistan to enable
them to pursue money launderers and to recover assets.

The Home Secretary, whose parents were born in Pakistan, also had the
opportunity to visit a girls’ school in Islamabad to see how UK government
funding has helped support educational programmes in the country. Over 9.5
million children in primary schools – including 4.6 million girls – have
benefited from UK sponsored programmes since 2011.

He also attended a Forced Marriage roundtable hosted by the High Commission
and attended by operational partners.

The visit concluded with a tour of Iqbal tomb and the Badshahi Mosque with
Punjab Governor Sarwar where they discussed continued partnership in the
province on security, health and education.

Speaking after the visit to Pakistan, Mr Javid said:

Pakistan has a special place in my heart and our two countries have
a historic bond underpinned by the strong links between our people.

It is vital that our deep and enduring relationship continues and
we cooperate further to tackle the shared threats we face.

I discussed this on my visit and made clear Britain is committed to
Pakistan’s long-term stability and prosperity.
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News story: Civil/crime news: do not
share passwords for LAA portal resets

Providers will be asked to update passwords and security details on the LAA
portal after 6am on Monday 24 September so remember to keep your information
secure.

Why is this happening now?

The password updates are needed because of maintenance work on the portal.
So, we would like to remind you of your obligations to help us keep the LAA
portal secure.

What are the benefits?

Managing and controlling access will improve security of access to our
systems which will safeguard client and case data to help prevent potential
misuse or fraud.

Removal of dormant accounts

We are also in the process of removing dormant accounts. We are writing to
email addresses associated with these accounts ahead of their removal.

If you have not used your account for six months or more but wish to retain
portal access you should email us at LAAPortalUpgrade@justice.gov.uk

Further information

Portal help and information – how to set up users and allocate or remove
permissions

Online-Support@justice.gov.uk – for questions about portal processes and
account removals

Portal Password Resets – select ‘LAA Online Password Reset’ under ‘additional
resources’ for short video on resetting passwords

Legal Aid Agency data security requirements

Press release: Boaters reminded –
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register your vessel or pay the price

All were prosecuted for keeping their unregistered boats on the River
Great Ouse
They’ve been ordered to pay more than £6,500
It brings the total of avoided registration charges recovered by the
Agency to £129,000

Register your boat or face thousands of pounds in penalties – that’s the
message from the Environment Agency for boat owners flouting the law.

The warning comes as 7 boaters have been forced to forfeit more than £6,500
between them for failing to register their vessels for use on the River Great
Ouse.

Boat owners are legally required to register any vessel they keep, use, or
let for hire on Environment Agency waterways, and to clearly display a valid
registration plate. Not doing so can result in penalties including fines and
a criminal record.

Lee Eastwood, residing on the Lowena Dew moored at Downham Market, Paul Dale
of Tunstall Terrace in Darlington, Darren Beacroft of Mason Gardens in Kings
Lynn, Paul Danahar of Ramsey Road in St Ives, Trevor Hewitt of Railway Road
in Downham Market, Terry Whitnall of Pitmansfield in Harlow, and Jessica
Ibbotson of Spencer Road in Bedford have each been given 28 days to pay up.

The cases were proved at Cambridge Magistrates’ Court on 23 August, except
for Mr Eastwood’s case which was proved at Kings Lynn on the same day, and Ms
Ibbotson’s case which was proved at Luton Magistrates’ Court on 28 August.

Mr Eastwood was ordered to pay £608.79, Mr Dale £878.71, Mr Beacroft £472.49,
Mr Danahar £978.98, Mr Whitnall £1,079.99, Ms Ibbotson £535.50, and Mr Hewitt
– who owned 2 of the unregistered vessels – had to pay £1,990.99.

So far this year, the Environment Agency has recovered £129,000 in avoided
registration charges – funds which are reinvested into maintaining, improving
and protecting waterways.

Nathan Arnold, Waterways team leader at the Environment Agency, said:

Our waterways are part of our nation’s rich heritage and beauty,
and they contribute to our environment, our health and wellbeing,
and our economy.

But boaters who break the law by not registering their boats are
putting the future of these historic and precious waterways at risk
– so we won’t hesitate to take action against them.

As well as not contributing their fair share towards the upkeep of waterways,
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unregistered boats can be unsafe, hazardous to other river users and a
pollution risk to the local environment and wildlife.

The Environment Agency looks after 353 miles of navigable waterways in the
Anglian network, which includes the Ancholme, Black Sluice, Glen, Welland,
Nene, Great Ouse and Stour, as well as associated locks and navigation
facilities like moorings, showers and toilets.

More information about boating and waterways, including registering vessels,
is available from the Environment Agency. If you suspect a boat is illegal,
please contact the EA on 03708 506 506 or email
waterways.enforcementanglian@environment-agency.gov.uk.

Press release: Harry Rich appointed
Registrar of Consultant Lobbyists

The Minister for the Constitution, Chloe Smith MP, has appointed Harry Rich
as the Registrar of Consultant Lobbyists. His appointment will commence from
22 September 2018 for a term of no more than four years on a fixed term
contract with the possibility of reappointment. Harry Rich will replace
Alison White whose term concludes on 21 September 2018.

Harry Rich is an executive coach and business advisor with clients
principally drawn from the non-profit, professional services, charitable and
creative businesses sectors. Harry Rich is also a non-executive Board member
of the Press Recognition Panel, a position he has held since 2014. He also
holds a number of positions in the education sector as a trustee for the Open
College of the Arts and a Governor for the Glasgow School of Art. Harry Rich
was the Chief Executive of the Royal Institute of British Architects from
2009 to 2016 and was the Chief Executive of Enterprise UK from 2007-2009. He
is also a qualified but non-practising solicitor.

The Registrar of Consultant Lobbyists is an independent, statutory office
established by the Transparency of Lobbying, Non-Party Campaigning and Trade
Union Administration Act 2014. The Registrar is responsible for keeping and
publishing a register of consultant lobbyists. The Registrar has a duty to
monitor compliance with the requirement to register and a power to undertake
enforcement action in instances of non-compliance.

The Registrar of Consultant Lobbyists is responsible for overseeing the
operation of the Office of the Registrar of Consultant Lobbyists. Further
information on the lobbying register can be found on the website of the
Office of the Registrar of Consultant Lobbyists.
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Speech: PM speech to the National
Housing Federation summit: 19
September 2018

Thank you, Diane, and good morning everyone.

It is a pleasure to be here with you all today at what is an event of firsts
and lasts.

I will start with the lasts…

Reference has already been made to the fact this is David Orr’s final annual
conference as Chief Executive of the National Housing Federation.

In his 12 years at the helm David has done much to refocus and reinvigorate
the housing association sector, and has been a worthy champion for your
cause.

David, it has been a pleasure working with you since I became Prime Minister,
and I am very sorry to see you go.

But I know that, in Kate Henderson, the NHF has found a worthy successor and
the right person to take the Federation on the next stage of its journey.

And, Kate, I am very much looking forward to getting to know you and working
with you to tackle what remains one of the great challenges of our time.

While this may be David’s last NHF conference, I have to admit it is my
first.

In fact I was shocked to discover that this is the first time in history any
Prime Minister has spoken at what is the biggest event on the housing
association calendar.

To me, that speaks volumes about the way in which social housing has, for too
long and under successive governments, been pushed to the edge of the
political debate.

At best taken for granted, at worst actively undermined.

Well, I’m very pleased to say that is no longer the case.

Because, since my very first day in Downing Street, I have made it my
personal mission to fix our broken housing system.

Doing so underpins so much of what this government is working to achieve,
from tackling loneliness to supporting the industries of the future.
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And housing associations have a huge role to play in making sure that vision
becomes a reality.

We are already making good progress.

Doing all we can to get more of the right homes built in the right places, so
we can help more people onto the housing ladder – and ensure that those who
cannot afford to own their own home also have a decent place to live.

We have committed tens of billions of pounds to getting homes built,
including creating the infrastructure that unlocks sites where they are
needed most.

Our new National Planning Policy Framework has removed unnecessary barriers
to homebuilding and made it harder for commercial developers to dodge their
affordable home obligations.

We are gearing up Homes England to be more proactive and interventionist, so
that it can drive more and better development.

The Affordable Homes Programme is supporting the delivery of a quarter of a
million affordable homes right across the country, with thousands of them
available for social rent.

And the Land Assembly and Small Sites funds, together worth more than £1.9
billion, are now available.

They allow us to make positive interventions in the land market, bring more
sites to market, and capture more of the land value for the benefit of local
communities.

Just this morning we have heard the NHF calling for more of the value
generated by public investment and the planning system to be captured and
invested in affordable homes, public services and local infrastructure.

It is an important issue, which is why the government consulted on it
recently.

We will be responding in full in the near future.

But in the meantime let me assure you that we share your commitment to giving
communities a fairer share of the value created by development.

Land is an irreplaceable natural resource, and we must make sure its use
benefits us all.

As well as boosting housing supply, we are taking action to protect and
support homeowners and tenants.

Banning letting agent fees for people who rent their homes.

Clamping down on rogue landlords and unscrupulous managing agents.

And bringing an end to unjustified use of leasehold.



I am sure many of the people in this room will have responded to our
consultation on making longer, more family-friendly tenancies the norm – the
results of that will be published shortly.

And our Green Paper on Social Housing, which was of course announced at last
year’s NHF conference, offers a landmark opportunity for major reforms to
improve fairness, quality and safety for all residents living in social
housing.

James Brokenshire, Kit Malthouse, and ministers and officials right across
government are pulling out all the stops to make sure everyone in this
country has a safe, secure and affordable place to call home.

And already we are seeing the results.

In 2016/17, more than 217,000 additional homes were added across England.

That represents a 15 per cent increase on the previous year.

In fact, with the exception of one year, the last time we saw net completions
this high Lady Thatcher was in Downing Street.

Yet we should not lose sight of the fact that the housing crisis we face
today did not come about overnight.

It is the result of decades of neglect.

Year after year in which housebuilding of all kinds fell even as demand rose.

So, while the steps we are taking are already making a real and lasting
difference to millions of lives, we should not pretend that our broken
housing system can be fixed at the flick of a switch.

And nor should we see it as a challenge for central government alone.

Rather, it is a challenge we must rise to together.

One that can only be tackled by many different parties working together in
partnership.

That is why, when local authorities asked us for a more robust planning
framework and greater clarity over local plans and viability assessments, we
made sure they got it.

When developers told us they needed greater investment in infrastructure and
a reliable pipeline of skilled construction workers, we set about securing
both.

And we have also been listening to housing associations.

After Sajid Javid told last year’s NHF conference that the government wanted
to do more to support your sector, you asked us to do three things.

First, you said that to plan ahead and secure future investment, you needed



long-term certainty on rents.

We have given you that long-term certainty.

Second, you said that to keep your properties affordable for all, the Local
Housing Allowance cap should not be extended to the social sector.

We have not extended that cap.

And third, you said that if you were going to take a serious role in not just
managing but building the homes this country needs, you had to have the
stability provided by long-term funding deals.

Well, eight housing associations have already been given such deals, worth
almost £600 million and paving the way for almost 15,000 new affordable
homes.

And today, I can announce that new longer-term partnerships will be opened up
to the most ambitious housing associations through a ground-breaking £2
billion initiative.

Under the scheme, associations will be able to apply for funding stretching
as far ahead as 2028/29 – the first time any government has offered housing
associations such long-term certainty.

Doing so will give you the stability you need to get tens of thousands of
affordable and social homes built where they are needed most, and make it
easier for you to leverage the private finance you need to build many more.

The offer is typical of the positive approach this government has taken with
the housing sector since I became Prime Minister.

You asked, we delivered.

Now, I have something to ask of you.

Last year I told the big commercial developers that we would give them the
support they asked for – but that, in return, we expected them to do their
duty by getting homes built.

Today, I’m asking housing associations to use the tools we have given you.

Not just to build more homes, though of course more homes are needed.

But to take the lead in transforming the very way in which we think about and
deliver housing in this country.

Rather than simply acquiring a proportion of the properties commercial
developers build, I want to see housing associations taking on and leading
major developments themselves.

Because creating the kind of large-scale, high-quality developments this
country needs requires a special kind of leadership.



Leadership you are uniquely well-placed to provide.

Your close ties with local communities give you an unparalleled insight into
what a community needs in a development.

A clear vision for the whole site and how it can complement existing places,
not just a narrow focus on fitting in the maximum number of units and the
bare minimum of social homes.

Your social mission can ensure developments are rooted in a conception of the
public good, rather than in a simple profit motive.

That means creating genuinely mixed communities with the right infrastructure
and truly affordable housing.

Your unique status as public interested, non-profit private institutions
allows you to attract patient investment and deploy it to secure long-term
returns on quality rather than short-term speculative gains.

Your expertise as property managers means you can nurture attractive,
thriving places for decades to come.

You are capable of riding out the ups and downs of the business cycle, as we
saw in the years after the economic crash when housing associations carried
on building even as private developers hunkered down.

And you do all this with the discipline, rigour and management qualities of
the serious multi-million pound businesses that many of you are.

This combination of qualities allows housing associations to achieve things
neither private developers nor local authorities are capable of doing.

And to see what that means on the ground, you need simply look at two major
developments either side of the River Thames.

For years, the private sector struggled to make a success of Barking
Riverside.

Lacking a guiding vision for the site and constrained by short-term business
cycles, its huge potential went untapped.

Today, under the leadership of L&Q, the build-out rate has quadrupled.

The project is finally beginning to deliver on its potential, and is on
course to become a thriving, growing community.

On the opposite bank, two local authorities had similar problems dealing with
the unique challenges and opportunities of the Thamesmead estate.

Now, thanks to the commitment and insight of Peabody, there are ambitious
plans for up to 20,000 new homes in one of the UK’s most over-subscribed
cities.

Making complex projects like this work requires vision, determination and the



courage to do development differently.

Housing associations possess that.

Given the right tools and the right support, you can act as the strategic,
long-term investors in the kind of high-quality places this country needs.

To put it simply, you get homes built.

And I want to work with you to transform the way we do so.

But the unique status, rich history and social mission of housing
associations mean you also have a much broader role to play.

A role that includes changing the way tenants and society as a whole think
about social housing.

Midway through oral historian Tony Parker’s The People of Providence, the
author recounts a conversation with a woman who lived on Southwark’s Brandon
Estate, not far from where we are this morning.

“I wouldn’t want to be thought of as an estate person, not in any way at
all,” she tells him. “I live here, but I’d never say to anyone my home is
here.”

That conversation took place almost 40 years ago, but it could just as easily
have happened today.

Because, for many people, a certain stigma still clings to social housing.

Some residents feel marginalised and overlooked, and are ashamed to share the
fact that their home belongs to a housing association or local authority.

And on the outside, many people in society – including too many politicians –
continue to look down on social housing and, by extension, the people who
call it their home.

Part of the problem is physical, in the buildings themselves.

Whether unintentionally or by design, the decisions we make about the homes
we build for social rent – their location, quality and appearance – can all
too easily make them distinct from the community in which they stand.

This, in turn, can cement prejudice and stigma among those who live in them
and wider society, leading to lowered expectations and restricted
opportunities.

It shouldn’t be this way.

On a new mixed-tenure development, the social housing should not be tucked
away behind the private homes, out of sight and out of mind.

As you look from building to building, house to house, you should not be able
to tell simply by looking which homes are affordable and which were sold at



the market rate.

The quality of aesthetic, design and build should not be any lower just
because a property is to be managed by a housing association.

Some say that quantity, quality and affordability must always be traded off
against one another.

Well to them, I say look at the Nansledan development outside Newquay.

A whole new community being built to meet local needs and with the support of
local people.

Thousands of homes of all types and tenures.

All of the highest quality, in keeping with traditional local styles, and
with no way of telling from the outside which properties are being built for
housing associations and which are destined for the private market.

As builders yourselves and as large-scale buyers of homes, you have the power
to deliver or demand the quality of social homes the people of this country
deserve.

We should never see social housing as something that need simply be “good
enough”, nor think that the people who live in it should be grateful for
their safety net and expect no better.

Whether it is owned and managed by local authorities, TMOs or housing
associations, I want to see social housing that is so good people are proud
to call it their home.

Proud to tell people where they live.

Proud to be thought of, in the words of Parker’s interviewee, as “an estate
person”.

Our friends and neighbours who live in social housing are not second-rate
citizens.

They should not have to put up with second-rate homes.

And that applies to management every bit as much as design and construction.

In 2018, most housing associations are not in the business of building
houses.

Rather, you manage them, maintain them and take care not only of the
buildings themselves but of the people who call them home.

It is work that is every bit as important as building and development and,
when done badly, the impact can range from upsetting to catastrophic.

While it would not be right for me to pre-empt the findings of the public
inquiry into the Grenfell tragedy, it is clear that many of the tower’s



tenants felt ignored, patronised and overlooked by the TMO responsible for
their homes and their safety.

Over the past year the issues they raised have been echoed by social housing
tenants across the country.

Repairs botched or neglected.

Problems not dealt with.

Complaints ignored.

Again, it does not have to be this way.

Housing associations, with their historic social mission and focus on the
civic good, can be at the forefront of showing what good property management
looks like.

Across England, housing associations manage almost three million properties.

That gives you tremendous influence, the power to raise the standards of
millions of homes and, in doing so, do much to shift perceptions of social
housing.

And you can go further still, making a real and lasting difference to the
lives of your tenants.

In my Maidenhead constituency I recently met a single mother whose housing
association – Housing Solutions – hadn’t just provided her with a new home
but opened up a whole new life for her.

Rather than simply managing her property, Housing Solutions connected her
with the training and support she needed to start her own business.

That business is so successful she has been able to move from a social rented
home into shared ownership, getting that vital first foot on the property
ladder for her family.

Elsewhere, housing associations are helping some of society’s most vulnerable
people: those without a home at all.

Here in London, more than 50 associations are working with St Mungo’s and
other organisations to deliver the Clearing House project, helping to get
rough sleepers off the streets, out of danger, and on the road to a safe and
secure future.

They are all wonderful examples of the work that housing associations can do
above and beyond simply building and managing properties.

And they show how it is possible for the housing associations of 2018 to
carry forward the social justice mission of the pioneers who created the
sector in Victorian times – and their descendants who stepped up half a
century ago in the wake of Cathy Come Home.



The rise of social housing in this country provided what has been called the
“biggest collective leap in living standards in British history”.

It brought about the end of the slums and tenements, a recognition that all
of us, whoever we are and whatever our circumstances, deserve a decent place
to call our own.

Today, housing associations are the keepers of that legacy.

The bearers and protectors of a precious idea that has already made an
immeasurable difference to tens of millions of lives and has the potential to
transform countless more.

For too long, your work has gone unrecognised and under-appreciated at the
highest levels.

But no longer.

This government values housing associations.

Over the past two years we have worked with you, listened to you, and
responded to you.

You asked for our support, and you have our support.

Not mere lip service, but real policies, real change, real action.

Now it is your turn to act, building the homes we need and challenging the
attitudes that hold us back.

Fixing our broken housing market will not be quick or easy.

But it can be done.

And, with this government’s support, housing associations can be at the
centre of making it happen.

Building on more than a century of history, and carrying forward the torch of
high-quality, affordable housing for generations to come.


